The nascent but increasing interest in incorporating Artificial Intelligence (AI) into tools for the computer-generation of inventions is expected to enable innovations that would otherwise be impossible through human ingenuity alone. The potential societal benefits of accelerating the pace of innovation through AI will force a re-examination of the basic tenets of intellectual property law. The patent system must adjust to ensure it continues to appropriately protect intellectual investment while encouraging the development of computer-generated inventing systems; however, this must be balanced against the risk that the quantity and qualities of computer-generated inventions will stretch the patent system to its breaking points, both conceptually and practically. The patent system must recognise the implications of and be prepared to respond to a technological reality where leaps of human ingenuity are supplanted by AI, and the ratio of human-to-machine contribution to inventive processes progressively shifts in favour of the machine. This article assesses the implications on patent law and policy of a spectrum of contemporary and conceptual AI inventiongeneration technologies, from the generation of textual descriptions of inventions, to human inventors employing AI-based tools in the invention process, to computers inventing autonomously without human intervention.
Introduction
In light of recent extraordinary progress, we may be on the cusp of a revolution in robotics and artificial intelligence (AI) technology wherein machines will be able to do anything people can, and more.
1 Recent successes have demonstrated that computers can independently learn how to perform tasks, prove mathematical theorems, and engage in artistic endeavours such as writing original poetry and music, and painting original works. 2 There is a nascent but increasing interest in incorporating AI into tools for the computer-generation of inventions. Applying AI to the invention process is expected to enable innovations that would not be possible through human ingenuity alone, whether due to the complexity of the problems or human cognitive "blind spots." 3 Further, these technologies have the potential to increase productivity and efficiency, thereby increasing the speed and decreasing the cost of innovation. 4 Some even argue that computers will inevitably displace human inventors to become the creators of the majority of new innovation. 5 Computer involvement in the inventive process falls on a spectrum. 6 At one end, a computer could simply be used as a tool assisting a human inventor without contributing to the conception of an invention. At its most miniscule, this could consist of a spell-checker or simple calculator. Further along, a text generator may be used to fill gaps in patent documents. At the far end of the spectrum, a computer could autonomously generate outputs that would be patentable inventions if otherwise created by a human. 7 Some tools fall in between; for example, a computer could be used to generate several possible solutions under the guidance of humans who define the problems and select successful solutions. AI may also be incorporated into robotics, adding a physical embodiment with the potential to increase the likelihood that a computer could generate inventions without direct human intervention. 8 In response to computer-generated works of art, a discussion of the implications of these works on copyright law is emerging; however, there is comparatively little examination of the repercussions of computer-generated invention on patent law. This discussion is necessary, as the adoption of these technologies have the potential to impact the patent system on a scale and of a nature that it is not currently equipped to accommodate. 9 In particular, the advent of computer-generated invention will raise important questions regarding the legal implications of protecting the results of such systems, specifically, whether the right activity is being rewarded to the right person, to the right extent, and on the right conditions. 10 In light of legal uncertainty in the context of rapidly advancing AI technology, this article will examine whether the current legal concepts in patent law are appropriate for computer-generated inventions, and what adaptations may be necessary to ensure that the patent system's fundamental objectives continue to be met. This discussion will explore two contemporary categories of the state of the art: automated generation of patent texts; and, AI algorithms used in the inventive process. Finally, this article will speculate on possible economic and policy impacts were AI to advance such that computers could invent autonomously "in the wild."
Computer-Assisted and Computer-Generated Patent Texts

Technology
Computer software can assist in or autonomously generate textual patent claims. Cloem is an example of a commercial service whereby a human operator uses a computer algorithm to create variants of existing patent claims. 11 The algorithm produces a large number of permutations of a seed claim by rearranging phrases and substituting terms with alternative definitions, synonyms or antonyms. 12 Cloem asserts that its algorithm is not merely random; rather, it applies patent drafting best practices to produce alternative claims that potentially enlarge the original invention's scope, or particularly in the case of substitution with antonyms, describe a distinct invention. 7 Ibid, 19. ). An example of Cloem-generated claims can be found at https://www.cloem.com/flat/examples/ (accessed 29 Nov 16). 12 Ibid.
These variant claims are time-stamped and optionally published online using persistent webpages. 13 The art project AllPriorArt.com and its sister site AllTheClaims.com (collectively referred to hereafter as "AllPriorArt") use a technology that autonomously generates patent claims and descriptions.
14 This computer system parses and randomly reassembles texts from patents and published applications from the US patent database to generate patent texts describing possible new inventions. The texts are time-stamped and published online on AllPriorArt's website. 15 The vast majority of claims generated by these technologies are nonsense; however, since computer power is inexpensive and plentiful, it is possible that technologically feasible new inventions could eventually be created, akin to the infinite monkeys on infinite typewriters theorem. 16 This technology is likely to become more efficient, effective and autonomous in producing useable patent texts as natural language processing improves and computing power grows even cheaper. 
Policy Implications of Computer-Generated Prior Art
The stated purpose of both Cloem and AllPriorArt is to generate and publish new prior art, thereby precluding the published concepts from being patented. 18 In particular, the technologies assert that the generated texts will contain obvious and easily derived ideas. 19 Publishing these texts will place the concepts into the public domain before they can be patented by competitors or patent trolls. 20 The generation of textual patent claims could have several potential impacts on the patent system. The publication of claims so generated is aimed at serving as prior art to prevent competitors from being granted follow-on patents. 21 Moreover, the original patentee could broaden their monopoly by filing these claims as new or divisional patent applications, particularly where the original specification would support them. 13 Cloem, "Technology", see note 11 above. 14 Conversely, competitors or patent trolls could generate and file claims for the purpose of disrupting the originator and blocking implementations of the seed invention. 
State of the Art
The patentability of an invention (or its validity in litigation) depends both on its novelty and inventiveness as measured against the state of the art. 23 Novelty is destroyed by the existence of a prior publication that discloses what the applicant claims to have invented in a clear and unmistakeable manner such that a person skilled in the art would be able to work it. 24 An inventive step would be lacking where the claimed invention is obvious in light of the common general knowledge. 25 Although the aim of publishing computer-generated patent texts is to create prior art that would prevent others from being granted follow-on patents, the usefulness and accessibility of art generated by such technologies is uncertain given the potentially massive volume of text that could be generated, and its publication outside of traditional scientific and industrial fora. 26 This raises important questions regarding the legal significance that such material should be given.
27
Patent applicants are assumed to be knowledgeable of an expansive set of prior art.
28
The state of the art "comprises all matter which has at any time before the priority date of that invention been made available to the public by written or oral description, by use or in any other way."
29 Online publication on a website is recognised by the European Patent Office (EPO) and the UK courts as prior art so long as it is available without any bar of confidentiality. 30 Moreover, obscurity is not a bar to a publication being considered part of the state of the art. 31 The EPO Board of Appeal has held that a document stored on the Internet but only accessible via a specific URL would be considered a disclosure that had been made publically available if, before the filing or priority date of the patent or patent application, it: i) could be found through a public web search engine by using one or more keywords related to the essence of the content of that document; and, 22 ii) remained accessible at that URL for a period of time long enough for a member of the public to have direct and unambiguous access.
32
Patent texts published by AllPriorArt and Cloem would likely meet this test as they can be found using the public search engine on their respective websites, are indexable by third party search engines, and are directly and unambiguously accessible to the public. 33 Cloem asserts that its unpublished texts are protected by technical means and are not available to the public; therefore, these texts would likely not be considered part of the state of the art.
34
Physical accessibility is not determinative, however, if the computer-generated texts would not actually be instructive to the skilled reader. The High Court of Justice of England and Wales has held that "available to the public" does not merely mean physically accessible, but also "sufficiently intellectually instructive [to] the skilled person using their common general knowledge." 35 In particular, a piece of art may not be instructive if "the matter may be contained in a document but so submerged in it as not to be available."
36 This may be a barrier to AllPriorArt and Cloem's computergenerated patent texts being considered as part of the state of the art if it could be argued that the relevant prior art is hidden within vast amounts of nonsensical text. One would need to assess the quantity and relative proportion of published useful prior art and the level of difficulty in locating it. 37 Furthermore, it is unlikely that patent texts published by AllPriorArt or Cloem would be considered within the technological field of an invention. That the skilled person would not have discovered the text is irrelevant in the assessment of novelty or obviousness in light of a single reference, but it would be pertinent in assessing obviousness in light of a combination of pieces of prior art from disparate technical fields. 38 In this case, a piece of art from a different field should only be considered where the problem in question would have prompted search in those fields. 39 It is reasonable to expect the skilled person to be aware of the broader general field in which the same or similar problems arise, as well as closely related parallel fields. 40 Currently, the webpages for AllPriorArt and Cloem are unlikely to be considered within the relevant field unless otherwise published or linked-to from a more relevant source. It is unlikely that anyone could remain abreast of computer-generated patent 32 texts published on these websites. 41 If these patent text-generation technologies became better known and widely used, the argument could be made that the skilled person would know to consult them. Were this the case, any argument to exclude these texts would be less persuasive.
In light of these considerations, computer-generated patent texts could be considered part of the state of the art, which could make it more difficult to satisfy the requirements of novelty and inventive step, particularly if increasing computer power results in exponential growth in the number of such texts.
42 Although most such texts will be nonsensical and the description of truly novel inventions will likely be rare, it is not impossible. 43 Computer-generation of texts describing new inventions would become more likely if the right software programme constraints were used, as computing power increases, or as the algorithms for generating such texts improve.
44
Publishing computer-generated patent texts could therefore preclude the patentability of legitimate inventions. Within certain fields, patents on future inventions could be pre-empted entirely; for example, antibodies can only be sequenced in finite permutations of amino acids. 45 With sufficient computing power, an algorithm could potentially describe every possible antibody structure, which if published, could preclude any future patents on human inventions relating to the structure of new antibodies. 
Legal Uncertainty
A principle aim of the patent system is to encourage research and development (R&D) investment by providing innovators with a reasonable certainty of a return on the resulting inventions. 47 If the computer generation of texts describing inventions exponentially expands the state of the art, it would put the patentability of inventions into question and increase the likelihood of issued patents being invalidated on the grounds of anticipation or lack of inventive step. 48 Uncertainty regarding validity and enforceability of a patent can weaken its market value and affect a rights holder's ability to extract value through licensing or litigation. 49 Further, uncertainty influences rights holders' behaviour; for example, the costs of searching and the risk of later discovering a piece of prior art that invalidates a patent could outweigh the benefits otherwise gained from patenting an invention, thereby reducing the motivation to conduct R&D, to attempt to obtain patent protection, and to litigate. 50 chilling effect on R&D and patenting, legal uncertainty within the patent system may also negate some economic benefits from other patent uses such as obtaining financing or deterring competitors from patent enforcement. 51 Patents cannot unconditionally protect the applicants' investments or guarantee the validity of a patent if challenged; however, high levels of uncertainty undermine their ability to deliver the rewards that incentivise research, innovation, and knowledge diffusionthe very incentives that the patent system is intended to provide. 
Patent Office Burden
In light of the foregoing, it will fall to patent offices to search through computergenerated texts, determine whether any relevant texts form part of the state of the art, and if so, whether they preclude patentability. Considering many patent offices are already understaffed and overtaxed, and that applicants often face long backlogs in examination, the additional burden imposed by the exponential growth of the number of prior art references requiring consideration in examination may threaten the sustainability of the current level of scrutiny applied to applications. 53 In order to maintain the status quo or achieve higher levels of certainty, patent offices would be required to devote more resources to examination in order to conduct extensive searches of a huge amount of prior art. This degree of searching would be costly and require employing examiners who are both knowledgeable in the technical field as well as skilled in searching and interpreting computer-generated texts. Limits would need to be imposed since it would not be economically efficient to determine the validity of patents with anything approaching certainty. 54 As a result, the burden may be shifted to the courts to determine ex post facto whether a particular computergenerated text forms part of the state of the art, and if so, whether that art is invalidating. 55 On the other hand, this problem could have an AI solution, seeing as one of the main strengths of AI algorithms is the recognition of patterns within large amounts of data; however, such technology is nascent. 
Patentability
There is no bar to granting a patent for a computer-generated specification if it otherwise meets the statutory requirements. 57 This could include filing patent applications for the most promising claims using the seed patent's description, or including multiple claim variants in the description of one patent application and later filing divisional applications for a subset of those claims that are determined to be commercially or legally significant. 58 Alternately, computer-generated texts based on a competitor's patent could be filed in order to limit their freedom to operate. The possibility of obtaining a patent monopoly for inventions described by computer generated texts would create an incentive for those who develop and improve text generation technologies, as well as those who identify useful inventions among the potentially huge number of meaningless or nonsensical texts that are likely to be generated.
59
Were a business to file patent applications using computer-generated or computerassisted claims, the best possible outcome for that business would be an enlarged monopoly around the original invention; however, the likelihood of computergenerated texts being patentable is rather low given the previously discussed likelihood for nonsensical outcomes lacking industrial application. Disregarding those, the generated text would have to describe an invention that is novel and inventively distinct from the original seed claims. Of the rare inventions described by computer-generated texts that are technically feasible, most will likely be the result of minor modifications. 60 Of these, the mere substitution of synonyms is unlikely to result in an inventive step over the original patent claims, whereas the insertion of antonyms is more likely to generate something novel and inventive. 61 Finally, rearranging parts of existing patent specifications is likely to lack inventiveness if there are a finite number of identified, predictable solutions, since the skilled person would have good reason to pursue the known options.
62
The current technologies described above are unlikely to create patentable computergenerated texts without significant rewriting. The Patents Act 1977 requires that claims be supported by the description, which requires harmonisation between sections that is unlikely to occur randomly. Further, the specification must "disclose the invention in a manner which is clear enough and complete enough for the invention to be performed by a person skilled in the art" without undue effort.
63
Where a computer-generated claim exceeds the scope of the seed patent's specification, the description will likely lack sufficiency. 64 These statutory requirements are aimed at ensuring that the patent system serves its public notice function.
65 From a policy perspective, the obligation to provide full and meaningful disclosure of how to perform the patented invention can be seen as the quid pro quo the patentee pays in return for the exclusive right to practice the invention. 66 Therefore, if computer-generated patent specifications fail to adequately define the scope of the monopoly, it would it impede innovation as others avoid working in the area for fear of infringing the patent.
67
Rather than devoting resources to re-writing computer-generated texts to meet the requirements described above prior to filing, an entity with sufficient resources to cover its filing fees could file applications containing all generated texts in hopes that some would survive examination, perhaps with amendments in response to Search or Examination Reports. This would significantly increase the burden on patent offices. In the past, overburdened patent offices have increased the likelihood that low-quality patents are granted. 68 This tactic could potentially enable patent trolls by providing them with ammunition for threats, as most of their financial rewards are obtained in settlements prior to litigation. 69 Ironically, this could result in the opposite effect to both AllPriorArt and Cloem's stated purposes. 
Copyright Infringement
Were a business to use a computer-assisted technology to generate patent claims or descriptions based on a competitor's specification, the question arises as to whether the competitor (or the claim generating service) can be enjoined from doing so and/or held liable on the ground of copyright infringement. Prima facie, the computerassisted or generated processes of creating patent texts described above copy a substantial part of the text from one or more upstream patent specifications. Under the Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988 (CDPA), copyright can subsist in patent specifications, although it is not infringement to copy or issue copies of patent specifications to the public for the purposes of disseminating information.
71 Copying all or a substantial part of the specification for any other purposes could infringe the copyright, however. 72 It may therefore be possible to enjoin entities such as Cloem from copying patent specifications for the purpose of commercially producing computer-generated claims in the UK. This legal tactic is not available in every country, as laws regarding the subsistence of copyright in patent specifications vary internationally. For example, it may be possible in Germany where patent documents are exempted from copyright protection once published; however, the claim generation technologies described above do not currently meet the requirements that 66 D Vaver, see note 10 above, at 70. 67 Ibid. the text of patent specifications not be modified and the original source cited.
73 By contrast, in the United States copyright can subsist in patent documents subject to the limitation that "anyone may freely reproduce any patent document as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office patent file or records." 74 Given the disparate national copyright protections available for patent documents contrasted with the international nature of prior art, it is unlikely that copyright enforcement would be a strong defence against the use of a patent document to generate new texts.
Artificial Intelligence As a Tool in the Inventive Process
Technology
Beyond textual descriptions of inventions, AI is being used as a tool in the invention process. 75 The use of AI algorithms can be a vast improvement over traditional human invention techniques that are comparatively slow, inefficient, and often rely on happenstance. 76 Computers running AI algorithms can be used to more rapidly and efficiently generate, simulate and evaluate large numbers of potential solutions without the usual limitations imposed by human biases or time constraints.
77 This is particularly useful in complex fields where humans face difficulties manually designing inventions due to complexity, especially where there are a multiplicity of variables, as with nanotechnology and biotechnology. 78 Moreover, the inventions created may be unexpected and potentially disruptive since, compared to traditional R&D, AI can more easily draw upon multiple and possibly diverse fields. 79 With the present state of AI technology, however, human ingenuity is still necessary to define targets, parameters and success criteria. 80 While the use of AI has assisted in creating patentable inventions for several decades, recent improvements to AI and exponential growth in computing power will likely further enable computers to produce useful inventions and become major drivers of innovation in fields like electronics, robotics, health and pharmaceuticals, materials, and nanotechnology. 81 In fact, commercial services are now available that generate 3 (3d ed) available at http://www.copyright.gov/comp3/chap700/ch700-literary-works.pdf (accessed 29 Nov 16); US 37 CFR § 1.71(e) (2013). 75 R Abbott, "I Think", see note 6 above, at 4; R Plotkin, see note 3 above, at 10. 76 P Marks, see note 3 above. 77 P Marks, see note 3 above; R Plotkin, see note 3 above, at 67; E Knorr, see note 3 above. 78 G Sacha and P Varona, "Artificial Intelligence in Nanotechnology" (2013) 24 Nanotechnology 1-13, at 1; R Plotkin, see note 3 above, at 10. 79 P Marks, see note 3 above; Iprova, "About Us" available at http://www.iprova.com/about-us/ (accessed 29 Nov 16). 80 R Plotkin, see note 3 above, at 57-58, 83; E Knorr, see note 3 above. 81 N Nosengo, "Can Artificial Intelligence Create the Next Wonder Material?" (2016) Nature available at http://www.nature.com/news/can-artificial-intelligence-create-the-next-wonder-material-1.19850 (accessed 29 Nov 16); R Abbott, "I Think", see note 6 above, at 4; R Plotkin, see note 3 above, at 10; The Economist, "From Not Working to Neural Networking" (2016) available inventions and technology optimisations using AI algorithms in place of human intelligence. 82 One such company, IProva, claims that hundreds of patent applications have been filed by its customers based on the inventions it has delivered, some of which have been granted. 83 The next sections will describe the state-of-the-art of AI techniques used to generate inventions.
Genetic Programming
Genetic programming ("GP") is a form of AI modelled after the process of biological evolution that systematically solves high-level problems by improving upon a set of candidate solutions of known performance. 84 The algorithm creates a new generation of solutions by applying functions corresponding to genetic operations such as crossover (akin to sexual recombination), mutation and reproduction, duplication, and deletion to the best-performing solutions from the known set. 85 This process is repeated iteratively on each generation of solutions until the software converges on a set of offspring that solves the problem, or at least sufficiently meets given termination criteria. 86 While human operators specify the seed solutions, fitness measures, and the termination criteria, there is usually no human intervention during the program's execution. 87 At present, GP is adept at optimising pre-existing inventions but will not typically produce big inventive steps; however, GP may have a significant advantage over traditional methods of invention in fields where the interrelationships between variables are either unknown, poorly understood, or possibly wrong, or where small improvements in performance are significant. 88 GP has been used to independently recreate known patented inventions, generate non-infringing work-around solutions, and is responsible for the creation of at least one known patented invention is known to have been created using GP. 89 These results have caused some to argue that GP can produce "human competitive" results. 90 http://www.economist.com/news/special-report/21700756-artificial-intelligence-boom-based-old-ideamodern-twist-not (accessed 29 Nov 16). 82 Iprova, see note 79 above. 83 Ibid. In the electronics field, the antenna for the miniature satellites used in NASA's Space Technology 5 mission was designed using GP algorithms.
91 From a set of existing antenna designs, the designers evolved a set of novel antenna designs that met the mission's predefined requirements. The unusual structural designs produced were radically different and non-intuitive, while having a number of notable functional advantages over any known antenna. 92 This application of GP demonstrated a marked improvement over conventional antenna design processes, both in the resulting design's effectiveness and the savings in time and knowledgeable labour required. 93 This exemplifies that using AI to explore a wide range of possibilities without the limitations of human preconceptions can produce results with previously unachievable levels of performance. 
Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are another form of AI that has been used as a tool to generate novel ideas. ANNs are essentially collections of binary switches that simulate neurons in a biological brain. 95 These artificial neurons are organised in multiple layers to process input data with multiple levels of abstraction. With each layer, the network detects increasingly fine features of the input data and applies a "weighting" function to it. 96 The weighting is set by "training" the network to recognise patterns and differences in data and to respond accordingly. 97 Supervised training involves providing the network with labelled data from which to learn, whereas unsupervised training allows the network to interpret unlabelled data independently. 98 Once trained, an ANN operates by feeding seed information into the input layer that applies different weights to it before passing the weighted information to a subsequent level. This weighting process is repeated at each subsequent level until the transformed data is output by the final layer. 99 An example of an ANN being used as a tool to create new inventions is Dr Stephen Thaler's "Creativity Machine." 100 This system generates new inventions by disturbing the connections in one ANN to generate an output, while a second ANN perceives value in the stream of output according to the criteria set by the operator. 101 The second ANN then modifies the placement and magnitudes of the disturbances in the first ANN to maximise potentially useful or meaningful outputs. 102 Machine is credited with contributing to numerous inventions; for example, from existing toothbrush designs and their performance metrics, the Creativity Machine produced a novel cross-bristled configuration for the CrossAction toothbrush design that had significant performance advantages in terms of plaque removal and gingival health compared to other toothbrush designs.
103
More recently, ANNs have been used in drug discovery. 104 Specifically, they have been employed for primary virtual screening of compounds in the automated design of new classes of drugs and in finding novel uses for known drugs.
105 By using an ANN with many layers (a "deep neural network") to predict drug activities, AI helps to prioritise experiments and substantially reduce the necessity for experimental work. 106 The benefits of employing deep neural networks are particularly acute when screening against multi-target profiles, which is otherwise extremely difficult and time-consuming, and sometimes even impossible. 107 ANNs have the potential to accelerate drug discovery while improving the diversity and quality of the outcomes and reducing costs, which would improve human health and have immense value to the industry. 
Robot Scientists
The trend toward automating experimental laboratories could advance inventiongeneration technologies.
109 So-called robot scientists are systems that integrate AI algorithms with physical laboratory robotics to autonomously conduct scientific experimentation.
110 Robot scientists operate with minimal human intervention to supply the consumables necessary for experiments and remove the resultant waste. Existing systems have demonstrated the ability to make observations, devise hypotheses, design experiments to test its hypotheses, employ automated laboratory equipment to run those experiments, and interpret the results. 112 This technology represents a marked step towards autonomous scientific discovery over the status quo where humans are primarily responsible for these functions. 113 One such system, "Robot Eve", has been designed for and used in drug development, particularly, identifying compounds to fight drug-resistant malaria.
114 Given a set of 5000 molecules, Robot Eve determined the characteristics of the most effective molecules, then screened only those remaining members of the set that it predicted would be most effective. Through this process, Robot Eve "discovered" a new anti-malarial use for an existing drug that was previously known only as cancer inhibitor. 
Patentability of Computer-Assisted Inventions
As AI becomes an integral tool in inventive processes, the commonly held understanding of inventiveness will be challenged. As mentioned above, patents have already been granted for inventions created using AI. To date, there has been no legislative or judicial consideration of the implications of patenting inventions generated in this manner. 116 Given that the method of invention is not disclosed in patent prosecution, there is little reason for this to be raised as an issue. Interestingly, US law has codified a prohibition on discriminating on this basis, declaring that "(p)atentability shall not be negated by the manner in which the invention was made."
117 Although this prohibition is not codified in the UK, the results of human "search-and-test discovery" methods of invention, which are analogous with the AI algorithms described above, have to date been patentable. This should be re-examined as computer programs take a larger role in assisting inventive processes. 
Novelty and Inventive Step
The novelty of AI-generated inventions will largely depend on the inventive process used. Novelty may be absent if the algorithm used lacks variability in its outputs, or relies on similar data sets. Where an algorithm incorporates randomness or other variability, it is more likely to generate novel inventions. 119 Computers also have the potential to quickly and accurately review more prior art than would be possible for a human inventor, functionality which could be incorporated into invention-generation technologies to further ensure novelty. 112 Ibid. Creativity and inventiveness require more than novelty, however. 120 Recall that the patentability requirement of an inventive step demands that an invention "is not obvious to the person skilled in the art, having regard to any matter which forms part of the state of the art."
121 Granting monopolies over obvious inventions would contribute little to society and prevent others from engaging in technological modifications and ordinary progresses. 122 Given the ability of computers to supplant human intuition with brute force computational power, the notional skilled person and the bar for obviousness may need to be reinterpreted in light of AI in order for the inventive step requirement to serve its intended purpose.
123
The first step in assessing an inventive step is identifying the notional person of ordinary skill in the art. 124 This skilled person is assumed to have unlimited capacity to assimilate the vast quantities of relevant literature and to create mosaics of it, although in an uninventive manner.
125 AI has significantly raised the effective skill level of ordinary inventors as computers can be substituted for certain human inventive activities.
126 Therefore, the standard of the person of ordinary skill should be raised to reflect the contemporary inventor and the inventive technology typically used, regardless of how a particular invention is actually made.
127 Undoubtedly, if the bar for inventive step is raised as a result of AI-generated inventions, it would likely disadvantage human inventors who do not make use of AI; however, if the inventive step is to achieve its legal purpose, it must take into account all of the tools available to an inventor, not simply personal knowledge and skill. 128 Assessing the existence of an inventive step concludes with determining whether "the differences between the inventive concept and the prior art constitute steps which would have been obvious to the person skilled in the art." 129 What will be considered obvious, and therefore unpatentable, must reflect changing inventive practices. For example, an invention that on its surface may seem inventive, may in fact be the obvious output of a computer programmed to generate inventions "like hot water from a kettle." 130 An invention that results from a computer performing a large number of trivial calculations or brute force trial-and-error testing may seem non-obvious on its face because it had not been foreseen; however, the invention may be seen as obvious because of the inevitability of discovery as anyone having ordinary skill using one of the above-described AI algorithms could have produced the same result. 131 Since this knowledge should be imputed to the skilled person, it would not amount to an ex post 120 130 L Vertinsky and T Rice, see note 4 above, at 595; P Marks, see note 3 above; R Plotkin, see note 3 above, at 160. 131 L Vertinsky and T Rice, see note 4 above, at 596; R Plotkin, see note 3 above, at 108. assessment prohibited by the requirement that the inventive step be "viewed without any knowledge of the alleged invention as claimed."
132 If the knowledge of AI technologies were not taken into account in assessing obviousness, it would result in unwarranted monopolies being granted where the technologies were employed, which may impede innovation. 133 The higher standard should be applied even in cases where invention-generation technology is not used; if not, applying the existing lower standard would amount to rewarding ignorance of the state of the art. 134 Raising the bar for an invention to be considered non-obvious as suggested above could result in the assessment of obviousness becoming a function of the level of computational capacity required to attain the invention in question. 135 For example, technological advances could have a limiting effect on the patentability of inventions arrived at through repeated trial-and-error or data mining, whether conducted by human effort or through AI. 136 Moreover, this more stringent standard could have particular impact in certain fields such as drug discovery where inventions are regularly made through well-understood, routine, (or) conventional techniques like molecular screening, akin to trial-and-error testing or finding new uses for existing compositions based on known characteristics, not unlike pattern recognition in data mining. 137 Additionally, accounting for AI's superior abilities to combine references between disparate fields without being limited by human tunnel-vision or biases in assessing inventiveness would result in the standard being raised substantially for the ever-increasing number of combinatorial inventions. 
Patentable Subject Matter
The AI technologies described above enable automatic transformation of functional descriptions of desired outcomes into tangible patentable inventions.
139 From this starting point, an AI algorithm can produce a multiplicity of results; therefore, a functional description can represent a broad class of inventions without describing each instance of the class individually. 140 Given this context, it has been suggested that in exchange for the disclosure of an abstract problem definition that can be solved through an AI algorithm, a patentee should be able to obtain a monopoly over the entire class of inventions that the algorithm would produce. 141 The potential breadth of the underlying invention corresponding to an abstract description could justify a broad patent monopoly.
142 Without patent protection, there is a risk of market failure as developing this new technology is complex and resource-intensive, at least initially, though inexpensive and easy to copy later. 143 Therefore, the potential reward of a time-limited monopoly would create an incentive for further development of inventive AI technology. 144 The potential to obtain a patent monopoly will also incentivise innovators to disclose abstract problem descriptions instead of guarding them as trade secrets and depriving the public of the benefits of disclosure, including stimulating further innovation, reducing duplicative efforts, and enabling effective investment in innovation. 145 The problem description, while abstract, would need to be sufficiently clear and complete to define the scope of protection afforded by the patent, and demarcate the invention from the prior art. 146 Further, the disclosure would need to be sufficient to enable the skilled person to make and use the inventions falling within the scope of the class described, as well as provide the public with notice of what embodiments are covered by the patent. 147 In light of the advances in AI, it has been suggested that this inquiry be judged on whether an AI-enabled computer could reproduce the work. 148 This would negate the patent system's public notice function, however, which is better served by necessitating that patent specifications be capable of being understood by a skilled human mind.
149
This proposal is bound to be controversial, given that an abstract functional problem description is in many ways akin to a software patent, the specification of which describes how to create the subject software.
150 This is not an insurmountable barrier to patentability, however, although computer programs as such are explicitly excluded from patentable subject matter under the Patents Act 1977 and the European Patent Convention, programs that produce a technical result or contribution may in themselves be patentable. 151 It is beyond the scope of this article to examine the controversy over the patentability of computer programs; however, a reasonable parallel can be drawn to speculate whether an abstract problem description run by an AI algorithm could produce a patentable technical result.
Patent Floods
The development of inventive AI technologies could cause a flood of patent applications, whether for the individual results or for broader classes of inventions.
152
As a result, innovation could be stifled as anyone working in the field would need to 143 Ibid, 120-122. 144 Ibid, 123. 145 obtain licenses for numerous patents. 153 It also raises the spectre of patent thickets developing, where certain entities who possess the resources to obtain countless patents have the savvy to recognise this new fertile ground, thereby concentrating legal and economic power within particular fields or markets. 154 Either way, potential innovators could have little freedom to operate or be faced with paying prohibitively expensive licensing fees. Moreover, as discussed earlier with respect to the filing of computer-generated patent texts, it is unlikely that already-taxed patent offices would have the resources to effectively process such a flood of applications, resulting in delays and possibly the issuance of lower-quality patents. 
Autonomous Computer-Generated Invention
Although computers are not yet capable of completely autonomous invention, it could be on the horizon as AI undergoes fast-paced innovation enabled by the increasing availability of improved computational resources (access to which may even be rented in the cloud) and advances in Big Data. 156 Breakthroughs in algorithm design increase the likelihood that computers will invent autonomously within the foreseeable future; for example, unsupervised training of deep neural networks enables a computer to find links amongst huge quantities of unlabelled data without requiring a human operator to define rules. 157 Moreover, there has been a significant increase in activity in the AI field, from venture capital investment into start-ups to technology giants committing significant research budgets to the topic, which may further accelerate AIbased innovation. 158 We have seen so far that while existing patent law has thus far accommodated the state of the art in computer-based invention-generation tools, albeit without judicial or legislative consideration, these technologies will likely have longer term implications on the patent system as their adoption and use increases. That said, the technologies considered above serve as tools for human ingenuity. If AI technology advanced to the extent that computers would be capable of inventing "in the wild" without human intervention, it would lead to the question of whether patent law would be capable of accommodating the resulting paradigm shift. 159 In particular, foreseeable issues include whether computers can "invent", or whether it is by definition a human activity; whether those inventions should be eligible for patent protection; who would be considered the inventor; and what changes to patent laws would be needed to accommodate these inventions. This section will address these issues and prepare the ground for the next part which will contemplate the unforeseeable future consequences of autonomous computer inventors.
Autonomously Generated Inventions
Traditionally, patentable inventions have been considered to be the result of human mental processes. 160 However, patent law has developed to recognise human inventor(s) in a context where there has always necessarily been at least one to recognise. Where humans are not actively involved, can computers acting autonomously "invent" as we understand the concept? 161 To answer this question for the purposes of patent law, we must examine the concept of invention as a legal term of art as defined in legislation, and interpreted in jurisprudence and patent office practice.
162 National legislation and international agreements fail to explicitly define the term "invention."
163 Rather, patent legislation and jurisprudence set out the qualities of patentable inventions, as well as exemptions therefrom, of which neither the Patents Act 1977, the EPC, nor international agreements explicitly require that an invention be of human origin. 164 Comparatively, if we imagine contexts in which autonomous invention-generating computers would be particularly useful, from deep sea or outer space exploration where humans cannot practically perceive and solve problems in situ, to do-it-yourself problem-solving by non-technical individuals (especially armed with 3-D printers), it is arguable that the solutions produced would be patentable if invented by a human. For example, consider a situation whereby an AI-enabled machine is involved in deep space exploration at such distances that the associated lag in radio communications would make human intervention in the mission impractical. If an unforeseen local effect were encountered that prevented communication using fitted technology, it could threaten the mission. Therefore, autonomous invention-generation technology could enable the machine to engineer a novel antenna and manufacture it on site with an on-board 3D printer. If the resulting invention had wider commercial use and would otherwise have been patentable had it been conceived of by humans, patent law should evolve to allow for such a case. While autonomous computational inventions 160 lack human ingenuity at the stage of invention, they should be excluded from patentability only if a sound policy distinction can be made. 165 Even if a human requirement had been interpreted into law, this should be reexamined in light of the unforeseeable but conceivably boundless advancement of computational capabilities. The concept of invention is dynamic, being tied to the purpose of patent laws as they have been established, changed, and perceived over time. It evolves and grows to accommodate previously unforeseen issues raised by new technologies and contexts. 166 The resulting trend has been towards wider patentability. 167 
Incentivising Autonomous Invention through Patents
The question of whether the outputs of autonomous AI algorithms should be patentable depends on whether the patenting of these outputs falls within the purposes and justifications of the patent system itself. The central justification for the patent system is to provide an incentive for innovative activity and the public disclosure of its results. 168 The question is therefore whether automated invention should be incentivised through the patent system. Innovation can be economically challenging given the high costs of R&D and the appropriability of the resulting knowledge. 169 Innovation and its associated economic growth depend on the extent to which innovators can benefit from their creative efforts. 170 Patent rights are intended to be one such incentive by providing a timelimited monopoly that allows rights holders to protect their inventions and provide the opportunity to earn rents or supranormal profits higher than those they would otherwise earn as a reasonable return on their investments of time, effort and money. 171 The development of inventions and their associated knowledge often involves significant risk and uncertainty, while the use of knowledge is non-rival and non-excludable. With imitation being easier than invention, this knowledge is prone to misappropriation, creating a risk of economic market failure. Without patent protection, there is a risk that less inventive activity will take place, and if it does, it is less likely to be disclosed to the public. 172 Incentives must be carefully designed to balance between the interests of rights holders and the public. If correctly calibrated, the patent system has the potential to encourage innovation and generate economic growth.
173 If the monopoly is overly broad, it could unduly reward the patentee for their actual contribution to the art and prevent anyone else from innovating in the field, thereby having a chilling effect on innovation. If the grant is too narrow, the system will not have the desired potential for economic reward and not succeed in encouraging innovation.
The preliminary question is whether incentives targeting autonomous computer systems are necessary or would be effective since computers themselves do not respond directly to incentives. 174 However, although the systems in question operate autonomously, humans are needed to create and maintain them. As such, it is appropriate to consider whether the inventions generated by autonomous computer systems fit within the incentive justification of the patent system.
The next issue is whether autonomous computer-generated invention is an activity that should be incentivised. On its face, widening patentability to include inventions generated autonomously by computers would provide an incentive that would accelerate innovation and generate exponentially more inventions quicker, while requiring less skill and fewer resources than would otherwise be possible. 175 Moreover, the disclosure of more new and improved technologies would benefit society as a whole. Autonomous computers may sometimes even be the only means of achieving certain inventions where complexity and shear mass of data to be processed exceeds human cognitive limitations, or where skilled human intervention is not readily accessible. 176 Further, if autonomous invention technology develops to become readily accessible at low cost, a pattern many computer technologies have followed previously, it has the potential to expand the class of people with the necessary skills to invent and thereby democratise invention. 177 Economically, the potential for developers of autonomous invention technologies to receive a reasonable reward for their work may depend on the availability of rewards for the downstream inventions generated by those technologies. Given the potentially high cost of R&D and limited access to super-computing power, it is conceivable that the costs to develop the platform technology will be of sufficient scale that a monopoly over the inventing machines themselves would not provide adequate return to represent a reasonable reward. If patent monopolies over the inventions produced had independent value, they could provide sufficient incentive to develop and improve such technologies, which in turn would result in further computer-generated inventions.
178 If the inventions produced were known to be potentially patentable subject matter, it could be a selling feature that would increase the likelihood that the developer would receive their reasonable reward. In light of the apprehension surrounding AI generally, it is to be expected that arguments against incentivising computer-generated inventions would arise. 179 Firstly, there is the concern that conferring patents over computer-generated inventions would negatively impact future human innovation as supplanting human invention with autonomous algorithms could result in the atrophy of human intelligence and the obsolescence of the scientific method. 180 Further, the exceptionality of human inventive talent could evaporate as the process of invention becomes more readily available to people without significant resources or specialised skills. 181 This could in turn result in the elimination of high-quality R&D jobs or even whole R&D-intensive industries.
182 Further, accelerating the pace of innovation through this technology could cause too much disruption to the innovation cycle. This would manifest in a lack of value from computer-generated inventions, as consumers are confused by the high rate of change, and potentially resulting in a failure to recognise truly groundbreaking innovations.
183 Moreover, the acceleration of human technological development could have environmental effects as manufacturing an increasing number of computer-generated inventions could accelerate natural resource consumption. 184 Economically, it has been suggested that the development of such technology would be more technically complicated than the vast majority of patented inventions and therefore the existing patent protection for such a system will represent more incentive than would a monopoly over its subsequent creations. 185 Further, some argue that the cost of the innovative effort associated with computers autonomously producing inventions would mean that the incentive provided by patent rights is not required to increase the number of inventions; therefore, a monopoly could be overkill.
186 Autonomous invention-generation systems could conceivably create thousands of inventions in a small field, more than would be possible through conventional human invention processes, potentially resulting in a concentration of patent ownership by those with access to these systems, which could stifle innovation generally by preventing anyone else from working in the field. licensing may provide a solution to gain access, the transaction costs may prove to be too high where a large number of patent-holders are involved. 188 Given the great potential societal benefits of accelerating the pace of innovation and generating more patented inventions, and the potential stifling consequences of market failure, making patents available for the results of autonomous inventiongenerating computers creates an incentive that fits the patent system's justification. While there are potential scientific and economic risks, they are manageable through means other than patent exclusion. Therefore, returning to the question of whether computers can invent, it is sound to interpret the legal term of art "invention" in the context of the patent system to include the products generated by computers without human intervention.
Having concluded that computers acting autonomously can generate inventions under patent law, does that mean that the computer is an inventor?
Statutory Requirement to Identify an Inventor
Universally, national patent laws and international agreements require the identity of the inventor(s) of the advances for which a patent is sought and grant the right to the inventor(s) to be mentioned in any issued patents or published patent applications. 189 In some jurisdictions, inventors whose names are deliberately excluded from a patent application have legal recourse to correct this, even when they have no ownership rights to the patent. 190 Several potential justifications have been suggested for this requirement. Firstly, it has been argued that the requirement reflects a desire for recognition over and above any economic benefit stemming from the patent. Given the generally held belief that human creativity should be encouraged and recognised underpins popular and political support for the patent system, without a means for recognition, the patent system would lose legitimacy in the public view. 191 Secondly, identifying the inventor has been suggested as a form of quid pro quo for employer ownership of patents rights. 192 Patent legislation in some jurisdictions even sets out certain benefits for employee inventors; for example, under the Patents Act 1977 inventors are eligible under certain circumstances to receive compensation from the employer who has received outstanding benefit from an invention. 193 This requirement reflects value placed on the products of human minds and the individuals who produce them. However, this idealised view of the patent system as a means of recognition of individual inventors seems anachronistic given the well-established shift toward invention by teams of employees and corporate-owned patents that serve primarily as impersonal business assets. 194 In this non-personalised context, requiring that an inventor be named seems irrational. This is true whether the invention was created through cumulative effort or by a computer acting autonomously. 195 Despite this, the requirement to identify an inventor has regulatory inertia and has heretofore failed to create any problem sufficient to cause anyone to seek to abolish it. 196 
Autonomous Computers as Inventors
It is unclear whether a computer that autonomously generates a patentable invention can legally be listed as an inventor. 197 The issue of inventorship can be significant under current law; for example, incorrect attribution of inventorship, and therefore entitlement to a patent, can be the basis of a defence of invalidity in an infringement action. 198 An inventor is a person who contributed to the formulation of the inventive concept or concepts of a patent or application. 199 The prevalent view is that a new patentable concept is a "mental creation by a human being." 200 Although not expressly stated in patent statutes, jurisprudence and patent office guidelines have interpreted "inventors" as being limited to natural persons. 201 If computers supplant humans in creating inventions, the proper identification of inventors would have to be considered.
The legal issue of the inventor's identity for an autonomously computer-generated invention has not been considered to date as state of the art of invention-generation technologies, such as those discussed earlier, require human operators who contribute to the inventive activity. 202 From the known examples of computer-assisted inventions, their human operators have been named as the inventors; however, this would become less justifiable the more a computer contributes to the conception of the inventive concept. 203 In fact, as invention-generation technology becomes completely autonomous, the difficulties of identifying an inventor will be compounded, in which case three possible outcomes remain: find a peripheral human inventor; allow the computer to be identified in the capacity of a legal person; or, eliminate the identification requirement altogether.
Identifying a human inventor for an invention autonomously generated by a computer is not straightforward. The AI algorithm designer is one possibility, as some argue that the distinction between the outputs of an algorithm and the algorithm itself is irrelevant for the purposes of IP law. 204 This would parallel copyright law in the UK where computer-generated works are recognised with the author "taken to be the person by whom the arrangements necessary for the creation of the work are undertaken." 205 Further, this approach would recognise those who develop autonomous invention-generation technology; however, this would not accurately reflect actual contribution to the inventive concepts of the downstream inventions. 206 Another possibility could be to identify the first person to mentally recognise and evaluate the significance of a computer's results. 207 This would mean that computergenerated inventions are patentable only if subsequently discovered by a person. 208 Unless this recognition requires skill and knowledge, the identity of the resulting inventor may be rather arbitrary. Of both options, neither is a good fit in terms of the patent system's incentive function, as it would arguably be unfair to reward persons who made no actual conceptual contribution to creating the resulting inventions themselves. 209 Instead, the patent system could recognise the computer as the inventor of the inventions it generates. The computer would contribute and communicate all of the elements of the inventive concept, which under UK jurisprudence is sufficient to be considered as inventor of the claim. 210 Legally, this would require not only accepting inventorship beyond natural persons, but also recognising computers as legal persons. The former would also allow corporate inventors, but this is arguably overdue as modern inventions are rarely the product of individual inventors, as discussed previously. 211 The latter would represent a radical reappraisal of human concepts of self and society's relationship with technology; however, precedents exist where an inanimate object has been granted legal personality (albeit in a vastly different case of a dispute over the ownership of a religious idol). 212 Moreover, AI algorithms can exhibit attributes of personhood, such as acting with intentionality. 213 Recognising computers as legal persons would have consequences beyond inventorship, but these are arguably not insurmountable; for example, mechanisms for managing the responsibilities associated with personhood, such as civil liability, have been contemplated. 214 Allowing computer inventorship will allow for credit to be given to the inventing system, thereby enabling businesses to use the number of patents issued as a selling point for such systems, and therefore promoting the progress and commercialisation of autonomous inventing technologies. 215 The final option is to eliminate the statutory requirement to identify an inventor altogether. This option would be the simplest in the cases where there is no individual human inventor who can reasonably lay claim to an invention, such as where the invention is the result of a large team effort, or of a computer whose process of invention is not purposeful or directed and is without human oversight or control. 216 However, eliminating this requirement would obviate certain justifications for the patent system, such as the fair reward and moral benefit of recognition. This could have tangible impacts on scientists and engineers who gain professional credibility and even monetary benefits based on their status as a named inventor on patents. Further, since the requirement is based to a large degree on a natural understanding of fairness, eliminating it could undermine public support for the system as a whole. 217 In the current context and with the prospect of autonomous computer-generated inventions, the optimal balance between perceptions of morality and fairness and the impersonal realities of inventorship is likely to maintain the option of identifying one or more human inventors only where such a person can be reasonably identified. 218 This would maintain the social and financial benefits of attribution where it is warranted, while permitting the patenting of computational inventions without making radical legal changes. 
Ownership
Patent ownership is tied to inventorship, at least initially. Under the Patents Act 1977, the inventor is the first owner of a patent, unless another entity has a superior right, such as through employment or contract. 220 Having concluded above that the requirement that a natural person be identified as the inventor should be eliminated, first ownership must therefore be considered. In the particular case of inventions generated by computers without human interventions, if the computer is recognised as a legal person and the inventor, the computer could be designated as the first owner. 221 By granting these rights to the computer, the parties would determine their respective entitlements and give them effect through contract. 222 This would require assigning or licensing all downstream inventions, which would be economically inefficient. On the other hand, it would support the creation of incentives for the development and commercialisation of autonomous invention-generation technologies in the patent system. 223 A less radical solution would be to presume that the computer's owner is the first owner of any patents generated, as this would best enable various possible business models based on autonomous invention technology. 224 Although economically this ownership model would likely still require a number of assignments or licenses, it would be fewer than if the computer itself were the first owner of the patents it generates. At least in this case, the computerowning company that commercialises the inventions at issue would not need assignments or licenses. Further, the company would have legal standing in the case of infringement actions.
Calibrating Patent Laws
While this article has discussed the legal implications and need for change to address current and possible future invention-generation technologies, other issues are likely to arise that will necessitate further amendments to patent law and policy as these technologies continue to advance. On the other hand, given the potential advantages of computer-generated invention processes, the effect of patent law in limiting technological development must also be considered. 225 By way of example, a dramatic change in the technical landscape could result in the value of patents as an incentive for innovation being outweighed by the costs of hampering competition. 226 Therefore, if computers could autonomously generate a large number of inventions at a relatively low cost, the patent scope may need to be reduced in order to rebalance the changing incentives and costs of invention. 227 If too strong a protection is provided to rights holders, the results could include increasing market prices above efficient levels; encouraging the filing of defensive patenting which can contribute to the development of patent thickets; and, potentially enabling patent trolls. 228 If this were the result of patenting computer-generated inventions, the patent system's 20-year monopoly may prove too great a reward for an activity that has become too easy to justify it. Reducing the patent term may sufficiently recalibrate the labour-reward balance. Alternately, instead of reducing the scope of reward, the bar for patentability could be raised to reduce the number and increase the quality of patents. For example, requiring a higher degree of industrial application could reduce the number of patents having little practical use, thereby reserving patent protection for inventions that truly benefit society. 229 On the other hand, ensuring that any higher threshold is met would likely require more human screening of automated invention processes, thereby potentially negating the benefits of the autonomous nature of AI. 230 A significant challenge to adjusting patent law and policy will be the inherent difficulties in empirically measuring patent effectiveness, particularly across jurisdictions and within nascent technological fields like computer-generated invention. 231 Even within patent offices, which may be well placed to provide insight into the effects of technological change on patenting behaviour, there is no reliable way of knowing how inventions are made and patent offices have scant surplus administrative resources to investigate. 232 Therefore, a preliminary step for accumulating useful data would be to require the disclosure of the "method of invention."
233
Computer generated invention technologies will radically change the inventive process, and may yield vast and unpredictable impacts on the patent system. Accordingly, a continuous re-examination of whether the patent system's supporting rationale remains appropriate will be required as AI technology progresses.
234
Conclusion
The patent system must recognise the implications of and be prepared to respond to a technological reality where leaps of human ingenuity are supplanted by AI, and the ratio of human-to-machine contribution to inventive processes progressively shifts in favour of the machine. 235 Given the great potential societal benefits of accelerating the pace of innovation, the system must adjust to ensure it continues to appropriately protect intellectual investment and incentivise the development of computer-generated inventing systems; however, this must be balanced against the risk that the quantity and nature of computer-generated inventions will stretch the patent system to its breaking points, both conceptually and practically. The balance will be increasingly challenging if, as some believe, technology will advance such that computers and AI will displace humans from the inventive process altogether, even if not in the immediate future. 236 Policy makers should continuously examine these developments and their potential effects to ensure that the fundamental rationale and justifications for the patent system are being fulfilled. If these issues are not addressed in a proactive manner, it will fall to patent practitioners, patent examiners, and the courts to adapt patent law and practice based on the facts of individual cases without necessarily considering the broader policy implications of the precedents set. 237 Notwithstanding, the advent of truly autonomous AI portends exciting times for technologists and patent practitioners alike. Radical though they may be, the changes that AI will bring shall, if properly managed, reinforce the societal benefits that the patent system was always meant to deliver. 
